
 

Hi, 

In about 6-7 years we went from 2 countries to 74 countries with 300 people in the head office support centre and 
a couple of hundred thousand people in the field. We had a lot of challenges along that journey, partnership issues, 
internal and external challenges. We worked with companies like McDonalds & Shell with a huge pressure & 
responsibility to deliver.  

Having the Clarity & Capacity to Deliver Under Pressure 

What was really valuable was the clarity Paolo & Raamon brought to the situation, they helped me: 

• Have more clarity so I didn’t overthink or negativity overreact and take more positivity out of situations. 
• Revitalize my focus and energy to not give up in those difficult challenges.  
• Be genuine about what was needed rather than getting into a fight / flight / freeze reactions 
• Rejuvenate my mental & emotional side to better support the strategy & tactics 
• See things more clearly which helps others see more clearly and creates more receptivity and support. 
• Be more “how can we do it together / rather than a win-lose situation”. 
• Be a better negotiator by being mindful of my approach, to avoid conflict and create a sense of purpose. 
• Be even more tuned into the moment to see what the best solution is not just any bandaid solution. 
• Be able to flesh out the situation, rather than jumping to conclusions. 
• Challenge my thinking to make sure I’m thinking along the right lines. 

More Intuitive, Innovative and Committed with Less Ego 

Because of this development I feel like I’m a different person compared to 10 years ago.  

• I’m more intuitive around the directions and approaches I take and see more opportunities. 
• I have less ego, because I can let go of the outcome and focus on the processes.  
• I have dropped some of the traditional approaches and become a bit more innovative. 
• I’m more committed both subconsciously and consciously to what I am doing. 

A More Powerful 360 Inside and Outside Approach That Improves Everything 

Raamon and Paolo bring a complete approach the integrates both personal and professional sides of life: 

• That something upsetting is not just what’s happening in your business, but your family and personal life, and 
better understanding the experience and emotion to make it more useful.  

• By identifying how to make a difference to your overall business by having a better lens on things, this relieves 
a lot of uncertainty and helps make the change real. 

• They empower improvement in the business by enabling a leader to be more focused on what really evolves 
you and business beyond just the intellectual and practical why, what, how, when and where. 

As CEO’s we don’t believe we need coaching. We do need coaching, just not in the traditional way. We need more 
empowering of our potential, capacity and coherence that empowers more clarity, focus and understanding of 
ourselves and others. This is what drives better results in less time. 

One conversation with Paolo and Raamon and you’ll get a taste of what I’ve experience with them as my trusted 
assurance & protection partners to my leadership. Needless to say, I highly recommend you have this conversation 
ASAP so you can find out for yourself.  

Sincerely, 

Phil Prosser, CEO Feedback ASAP


